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Chapter 4Chapter 4
Crafting a strategy: the Crafting a strategy: the 
quest for competitive quest for competitive 

advantageadvantage

The  Five Competitive  StrategiesThe  Five Competitive  Strategies
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Learning ObjectivesLearning ObjectivesLearning Objectives
•• Five Competitive StrategiesFive Competitive Strategies

•• LowLow--Cost Provider StrategiesCost Provider Strategies

•• Differentiation StrategiesDifferentiation Strategies

•• BestBest--Cost Provider StrategiesCost Provider Strategies

•• Focused (or Market Niche) StrategiesFocused (or Market Niche) Strategies
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Objective 1Objective 1

Five Competitive Five Competitive 
StrategiesStrategies
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Strategy  and
Competitive  Advantage

Strategy  andStrategy  and
Competitive  AdvantageCompetitive  Advantage

•• Competitive advantageCompetitive advantage exists when a firmexists when a firm’’s strategy gives it s strategy gives it 
an edge inan edge in

–– Attracting customers Attracting customers andand

–– Defending against competitive forcesDefending against competitive forces

•• Convince customers firmConvince customers firm’’s product / service offers s product / service offers superior superior 
valuevalue

–– A A good productgood product at a at a low pricelow price

–– A A superior productsuperior product worth paying more forworth paying more for

–– A A bestbest--value productvalue product
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What  Is
“Competitive  Strategy”?

What  IsWhat  Is
““Competitive  StrategyCompetitive  Strategy””??

•• Deals exclusively with a companyDeals exclusively with a company’’ss
business business plansplans to to compete successfullycompete successfully

–– Specific Specific effortsefforts to to please customersplease customers

–– Offensive and defensive movesOffensive and defensive moves
to to counter maneuverscounter maneuvers of rivalsof rivals

–– ResponsesResponses to prevailing to prevailing market conditionsmarket conditions

–– InitiativesInitiatives to to strengthen its market positionstrengthen its market position

•• Narrower in scopeNarrower in scope than business strategythan business strategy
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Fig.  4.1:  The  Five  GenericFig.  4.1:  The  Five  Generic
Competitive  StrategiesCompetitive  Strategies
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Objective 2Objective 2

LowLow--Cost Provider StrategiesCost Provider Strategies
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•• Make achievement of Make achievement of meaningful lower costsmeaningful lower costs
than rivals the than rivals the themetheme of firmof firm’’s strategys strategy

•• Include Include features and servicesfeatures and services in productin product
offering that buyers consider offering that buyers consider essentialessential

•• Find approaches to Find approaches to achieve a cost advantageachieve a cost advantage
in ways in ways difficultdifficult for rivals to for rivals to copy or matchcopy or match

Low-Cost  Provider  StrategiesLowLow--Cost  Provider  StrategiesCost  Provider  Strategies
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Option 1:Option 1: Use lowerUse lower--cost edge tocost edge to

–– UnderpriceUnderprice competitors and attractcompetitors and attract
priceprice--sensitive buyers in enoughsensitive buyers in enough
numbers to increase total profitsnumbers to increase total profits

Option 2:Option 2: Maintain present price, be content with present Maintain present price, be content with present 
market share, and use lowermarket share, and use lower--cost edge tocost edge to

–– Earn a higher profit margin onEarn a higher profit margin on
each unit sold, therebyeach unit sold, thereby
increasing total profitsincreasing total profits

Options:  Achieving  a
Low-Cost  Advantage
Options:  Achieving  aOptions:  Achieving  a
LowLow--Cost  AdvantageCost  Advantage
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Do a better job than rivals of performing Do a better job than rivals of performing 
value chain activities efficiently and cost value chain activities efficiently and cost 

effectivelyeffectively

Revamp value chain to bypass costRevamp value chain to bypass cost--
producing activities that add little value producing activities that add little value 

from the buyerfrom the buyer’’s perspective s perspective 

Approach  1

Approach  2

Approaches  to  Securing  
a  Cost  Advantage

Approaches  to  Securing  Approaches  to  Securing  
a  Cost  Advantagea  Cost  Advantage
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Characteristics  of  a
Low-Cost  Provider

Characteristics  of  aCharacteristics  of  a
LowLow--Cost  ProviderCost  Provider

•• Cost conscious corporate cultureCost conscious corporate culture

•• Employee participation in costEmployee participation in cost--control effortscontrol efforts

•• Ongoing efforts to benchmark costsOngoing efforts to benchmark costs

•• Intensive scrutiny of budget requestsIntensive scrutiny of budget requests

•• Programs promoting continuous cost improvementPrograms promoting continuous cost improvement
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When  Does  a  Low-Cost
Strategy  Work  Best?

When  Does  a  LowWhen  Does  a  Low--CostCost
Strategy  Work  Best?Strategy  Work  Best?

•• Price competition is vigorousPrice competition is vigorous
•• Product is standardized or readily availableProduct is standardized or readily available

from many suppliersfrom many suppliers
•• There are few ways to achieveThere are few ways to achieve

differentiation that have value to buyersdifferentiation that have value to buyers
•• Most buyers use product in same waysMost buyers use product in same ways
•• Buyers incur low switching costs Buyers incur low switching costs 
•• Buyers are large and haveBuyers are large and have

significant bargaining powersignificant bargaining power
•• Industry newcomers use introductory low prices to attract Industry newcomers use introductory low prices to attract 

buyers and build customer basebuyers and build customer base
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Pitfalls  of  Low-Cost  
Strategies

Pitfalls  of  LowPitfalls  of  Low--Cost  Cost  
StrategiesStrategies

•• Being overly aggressive in cutting priceBeing overly aggressive in cutting price

•• Low cost methods are easily imitated by rivalsLow cost methods are easily imitated by rivals

•• Becoming too fixated on reducing costsBecoming too fixated on reducing costs
and ignoringand ignoring

–– Buyer interest in additional featuresBuyer interest in additional features

–– Declining buyer sensitivity to priceDeclining buyer sensitivity to price

–– Changes in how the product is usedChanges in how the product is used

•• Technological breakthroughs open up cost reductions for Technological breakthroughs open up cost reductions for 
rivalsrivals
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Objective 3Objective 3

Differentiation StrategiesDifferentiation Strategies
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Differentiation  StrategiesDifferentiation  StrategiesDifferentiation  Strategies

•• Incorporate Incorporate differentiating featuresdifferentiating features that cause buyers that cause buyers 
to to preferprefer firmfirm’’s s product or serviceproduct or service over brands of rivalsover brands of rivals

•• Find ways to differentiate that Find ways to differentiate that create valuecreate value for buyers for buyers 
and are and are not easily matchednot easily matched or or cheaply copiedcheaply copied by by 
rivalsrivals

•• Not spending moreNot spending more to achieve differentiationto achieve differentiation
thanthan the the price premiumprice premium that can be that can be chargedcharged
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Sustaining  Differentiation:  Keys  
to  Competitive  Advantage

Sustaining  Differentiation:  Keys  Sustaining  Differentiation:  Keys  
to  Competitive  Advantageto  Competitive  Advantage

•• Most Most appealing approachesappealing approaches to differentiationto differentiation

–– Those Those hardest for rivals to match or imitatehardest for rivals to match or imitate

–– Those Those buyers will find most appealingbuyers will find most appealing

•• Best choicesBest choices to to gaingain a longera longer--lasting, more profitable lasting, more profitable 
competitive edgecompetitive edge

–– New product innovationNew product innovation

–– Technical superiorityTechnical superiority

–– Product quality and reliabilityProduct quality and reliability

–– Comprehensive customer serviceComprehensive customer service

–– Unique competitive capabilitiesUnique competitive capabilities
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How  to  Achieve  a
Differentiation-Based  Advantage

How  to  Achieve  aHow  to  Achieve  a
DifferentiationDifferentiation--Based  AdvantageBased  Advantage

Approach  1

Incorporate features/attributes that raise the
performance a buyer gets out of the product

Approach  2

Incorporate features/attributes that enhance buyer 
satisfaction in non-economic or intangible ways

Approach  3

Compete on the basis of superior capabilities
Approach  4

Incorporate product features/attributes that
lower buyer’s overall costs of using product
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When  Does  a  Differentiation
Strategy  Work  Best?

When  Does  a  DifferentiationWhen  Does  a  Differentiation
Strategy  Work  Best?Strategy  Work  Best?

•• There are many ways to differentiate a productThere are many ways to differentiate a product
that have value and please customersthat have value and please customers

•• Buyer needs and uses are diverseBuyer needs and uses are diverse

•• Few rivals are following a similarFew rivals are following a similar
differentiation approachdifferentiation approach

•• Technological change andTechnological change and
product innovation are fastproduct innovation are fast--pacedpaced
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Objective 4Objective 4

BestBest--Cost Provider Cost Provider 
StrategiesStrategies
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Best-Cost  Provider  
Strategies

BestBest--Cost  Provider  Cost  Provider  
StrategiesStrategies

•• CombineCombine a a strategic emphasisstrategic emphasis on on lowlow--costcost with a strategic with a strategic 
emphasis on emphasis on differentiationdifferentiation

–– Make an upscale product at a lower costMake an upscale product at a lower cost

–– Give customers more value for the moneyGive customers more value for the money

•• Deliver superior value by meeting or exceeding buyer Deliver superior value by meeting or exceeding buyer 
expectations on product attributes and beating their price expectations on product attributes and beating their price 
expectationsexpectations

•• Be the lowBe the low--cost provider of a product with goodcost provider of a product with good--toto--excellent excellent 
product attributes, then use cost advantage to product attributes, then use cost advantage to underpriceunderprice
comparable brandscomparable brands

Objectives
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•• A bestA best--cost providercost provider’’s s competitive advantagecompetitive advantage comes from comes from 
matchingmatching close rivals on key product attributes and close rivals on key product attributes and beatingbeating
them on pricethem on price

•• Success depends on having the skills and capabilities to Success depends on having the skills and capabilities to 
provide attractive performanceprovide attractive performance andand features at a lower features at a lower 
cost than rivalscost than rivals

•• A bestA best--cost producer can often cost producer can often outout--competecompete bothboth
a lowa low--cost provider and a differentiator whencost provider and a differentiator when

–– Standardized features/attributesStandardized features/attributes
wonwon’’t meet diverse needs of buyers t meet diverse needs of buyers 

–– Many buyers are price and value sensitiveMany buyers are price and value sensitive

Competitive  Strength  of  a 
Best-Cost  Provider  Strategy
Competitive  Strength  of  a Competitive  Strength  of  a 

BestBest--Cost  Provider  StrategyCost  Provider  Strategy
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•• A A bestbest--cost providercost provider may get may get squeezed squeezed between strategies between strategies 
of firms using of firms using lowlow--costcost and and differentiationdifferentiation strategiesstrategies

–– LowLow--cost leaderscost leaders may be able to may be able to siphonsiphon
customerscustomers away with a away with a lower pricelower price

–– HighHigh--end differentiatorsend differentiators may be able tomay be able to
steal customerssteal customers away with away with better product attributesbetter product attributes

Risk  of  a  Best-Cost
Provider  Strategy

Risk  of  a  BestRisk  of  a  Best--CostCost
Provider  StrategyProvider  Strategy
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Objective 5Objective 5

Focused (or Market Niche) Focused (or Market Niche) 
StrategiesStrategies
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Focus / Niche  StrategiesFocus / Niche  StrategiesFocus / Niche  Strategies
•• Involve concentrated attention on a narrow piece of the total Involve concentrated attention on a narrow piece of the total 

marketmarket

Serve niche buyers better than rivalsServe niche buyers better than rivals

•• Choose a market niche where buyers have distinctive Choose a market niche where buyers have distinctive 
preferences, special requirements, or unique needspreferences, special requirements, or unique needs

•• Develop unique capabilities to serve needs of target buyer Develop unique capabilities to serve needs of target buyer 
segmentsegment

Objective

Keys to Success
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Focus / Niche  Strategies
and  Competitive  Advantage

Focus / Niche  StrategiesFocus / Niche  Strategies
and  Competitive  Advantageand  Competitive  Advantage

•• Achieve lower costs thanAchieve lower costs than
rivals in serving the segment rivals in serving the segment ----

A focused lowA focused low--cost strategycost strategy

•• Offer niche buyers somethingOffer niche buyers something
different from rivals different from rivals ----

A focused differentiation strategyA focused differentiation strategy
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SummarySummary

A company competing in a particular industry or A company competing in a particular industry or 
market has a varied menu of strategy options market has a varied menu of strategy options 
for seeking and securing a competitive for seeking and securing a competitive 
advantage. The first and foremost strategic advantage. The first and foremost strategic 
choice is which of the five basic competitive choice is which of the five basic competitive 
strategies to employstrategies to employ--------overall lowoverall low--cost, broad cost, broad 
differentiation, bestdifferentiation, best--cost, focused lowcost, focused low--cost, or cost, or 
focused differentiation.focused differentiation.


